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Abstract

Dialog Systems have been of great interest
amongst the natural language processing commuCode-mixed language plays a crucial role
nity for widespread applications. These systems
in communication in multilingual societies.
are broadly categorized into three categories: taskThough the recent growth of web users has
oriented dialog system (Wen et al., 2017; Williams
greatly boosted the use of such mixed lanand Zweig, 2016), open-ended conversational sysguages, the current generation of dialog systems (Shang et al., 2015; Xing et al., 2017), and
tems is primarily monolingual.
This ininteractive question answering system. Traditional
crease in usage of code-mixed language has
prompted dialog systems in a similar lanDialog Systems have mostly relied on a rule or
guage. We present our work in Code-Mixed
template-based approach (Williams et al., 2013).
Dialog Generation, an unexplored task in
The success of deep neural networks with a
code-mixed languages, generating utterances
considerable
amount of training data has led toin code-mixed language rather than a single
wards
end-to-end
trained sequence-to-sequence
language that is more often just English. We
(seq2seq) (Sutskever et al., 2014) models that enpresent a new synthetic corpus in code-mix
hance the generality and diversity of the text generfor dialogs, CM-DailyDialog, by converting
an existing English-only dialog corpus to a
ated. Recent advances in attention-based mechmixed Hindi-English corpus. We then propose
anisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015) and Transforma baseline approach where we show the efers (Vaswani et al., 2017) have shown significant
fectiveness of using mBART like multilingual
performance improvement and shifted the commusequence-to-sequence transformers for codenities’ approach and interest in training larger modmixed dialog generation. Our best performing
els. However, all of these prior works use monolindialog models can conduct coherent conversagual data and specifically English.
tions in Hindi-English mixed language as evaluated by human and automatic metrics setting
The increasing use of code-mixed languages and
new benchmarks for the Code-Mixed Dialog
ubiquitous nature of multilingual speakers call for
Generation task.
catering to the needs of such users in a multilingual
fashion with a dialog system, the need for a Code1 Introduction
Mixed Dialog Generational System. A recent study
by Bawa et al. (2020) shows that in a real-life
Due to the popularity of different social media and
setting, people prefer chatbots that engage in codemessaging platforms over the last decade, there has
mixed language.
been a significant increase in internet users, mainly
Code-mixing in informal contexts like newsfrom multilingual societies. Multilingual speakers
groups,
tweets, comments and blogs has made it difregularly combine languages in what is commonly
called code-mixing or code-switching while com- ficult to define a uniform structure to the language.
However, linguists have formulated various hymunicating with other multilingual speakers. This
has resulted in a substantial influx of mixed lan- potheses (Belazi et al., 1994; Pfaff, 1979; Poplack,
guage data in the form of comments, conversations, 1981) and constraints (Sankoff and Poplack, 1981;
Sciullo et al., 1986; Joshi, 1982) that can define a
and other forms of communication. Traditional
general rule for code-mixing.
natural language processing tasks like tokenization
and tagging, semantic processing, machine translaWith the rise of large pretrained language modtion, and text generation face new and interesting
els like (Devlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019;
challenges due to this language mixing.
Conneau et al., 2020), there’s been a lot of improve271
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ment in machine translation and multilingual models. Prior works (Khanuja et al., 2020b; Gupta et al.,
2020) show the effectiveness of large multilingual
pretrained language models like mBERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) and XLM (Conneau and Lample, 2019)
on code-mixed data.
Our work attempts to utilize these large seq2seq
pre-trained multilingual transformer-based models
for the code-mixed dialog generation task. Specifically, our contributions are as follows.
• We propose a synthetic code-mixed dialog
dataset, CM-DailyDialog. This is the first
benchmark dataset in Hindi-English mixed
language for dialog generation generated from
translating DailyDialog (Li et al., 2017) to
code-mix.
• We set new benchmarks for the code-mixed dialog generation task on the CM-DailyDialog.
We finetune the mBART model for the dialog
generation in two ways to generate coherent
dialog, as seen from both automatic and human evaluation metrics.
• To create CM-DailyDialog, we train a machine translation model. We use monolingual
English data as our input instead of a parallel English and Hindi corpus. This differs
from earlier work on code-mixed Machine
Translation (Gupta et al., 2020; Garg et al.,
2018) where they process a parallel corpus for
training, making our approach less resourceintensive.

2016). Very recently, a code-mixed version of the
GLUE benchmark was proposed by Khanuja et al.
(2020b) which introduced a common benchmark
for all the tasks.
2.1

Code-Mixed Machine Translation

Machine Translation on Code-Mixed language is
a relatively less explored area. There are only a
few studies on English to Hinglish Code-Mixed
language despite a large population of Code-Mixed
speakers in South Asian countries. Dhar et al.
(2018) collects a dataset of 6,096 Hinglish-English
bitexts and proposes a pipeline where they identify
the languages involved in the code-mixed sentence,
compute the matrix language and then translate the
resulting sentence into a target language. Srivastava and Singh (2020) collects a diversified large
parallel corpus called PHINC, consisting of 13,738
Hinglish-English bitexts. Gupta et al. (2020) propose a code-mixed text generator built upon the
encoder-decoder framework. They propose using features from a pre-trained cross-lingual transformer based model XLM (Conneau and Lample,
2019) along with Pointer-Generator (See et al.,
2017) model as its decoder for the code-mixed text
generation.
2.2

Conversational Dialog Systems

This work focuses on open-ended conversational dialog systems, which are interchangeably also called
dialog systems here. Conversational systems engage in more open-ended conversations with no
specific objective or task to solve in contrast to a
task-oriented dialog system. In the open domain,
conversational dialog systems fall again into two
2 Related Work
categories: retrieval-based and generative dialog
Code-mixing refers to the interleaving of words
systems. We take the generative model approach
belonging to different languages. Code-mixing is
for a code-mixed dialog model rather than retrieve
most common in multilingual cultures, and it is
them from a fixed set as it is more dynamic and
becoming more common as the number of people
interactive.
using social media and messaging services on the
Traditional dialog systems have mostly relied
internet grows (Ansaldo et al., 2008). This has lead
on hand-crafted rules or templates (Williams
to a rising research interest in recent years, and
et al., 2013). Recently, a more data-driven apseveral tasks have been conducted as part of code- proach is used to enhance the generality and diswitching workshops (Diab et al., 2014, 2016). versity of the text generated in other domains. ReThere has been a lot of advancements in solving
searches used RNN (Rumelhart et al., 1986) and
different code-mixed tasks like language identifi- LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997) based
cation (Solorio et al., 2014; Molina et al., 2016), encoder-decoder architectures for the dialog sysnamed-entity recognition (Rao and Devi, 2016; tems. Since the popularity of attention-based mechAguilar et al., 2018), question answering (Chandu
anisms (Bahdanau et al., 2015), these also have
et al., 2018), part-of-speech tagging (Jamatia et al., been widely adapted to boost performance. Recent
2018), and information retrieval (banerjee et al., works like DialoGPT (Zhang et al., 2020), Blender272

Bot (Smith et al., 2020) and Meena (Adiwardana
et al., 2020) are just a few examples of the open
domain conversational agents.
Although much work has been done in dialog
systems, mostly all of it is for English conversations. This is because, in most of the work, the
dataset used is monolingual. The only recent work
involving a multilingual conversational system is
by Chen et al. (2019) which performs dialog generation on English and Chinese data. It uses a
shared memory mechanism with a seq2seq encoderdecoder like architecture and is trained using multitask learning (Caruana, 1997).

3

System Overview

This section describes the benchmark dataset for
code-mixed dialog generation: CM-DailyDialog,
the English to Hinglish translation model used to
generate this dataset, and our mBART based dialog
generation model.
3.1

CM-DailyDialog dataset

in the train set and by roughly 500 triplets in the
test set. We choose to process these multi-turn
conversations into splits of 3 and not say 5 or any
other number because of increased computational
costs for the mBART model to process such long
conversations.
We describe our English to Hinglish translation
model mBART-en_cm and the dataset used for its
training in the following section.
3.1.1

Machine Translation model

We use an mBART model finetuned on English
to Code-Mixed data described in Section 3.1.2 as
our machine translation model to convert the English DailyDialog dataset to Code-Mixed form. We
denote this model as mBART-en_cm. mBART
is a multilingual seq2seq denoising bidirectional
auto-encoder pre-trained using the same objective
as BART (Lewis et al., 2020) but on large-scale
monolingual corpora of 25 languages. It is based
on the transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017) architecture and consists of 12 encoder and decoder layers,
each with 16 attention heads and model dimensions being 1024 resulting in roughly 680 million
parameters.

There is no standardized dataset available for multilingual dialog generation; therefore, we choose to
generate a synthetic dataset to train our model for
code-mixed dialog. We use a standardized and pop- 3.1.2 Dataset for Translation
We use the following datasets to finetune and test
ular English dialog dataset called DailyDialog (Li
et al., 2017) and translate the utterances and con- our mBART-en_cm model for English to Hinglish
translation task:
versations from English to Code-Mixed using our
mBART model (mBART-en_cm) defined in Sec• CMU Hinglish is an extended Code-Mixed
tion 3.1.1. This results in the CM-DailyDialog
form of the Document Grounded Conversadataset consisting of 11,118 conversations in the
tion dataset by Zhou et al. (2018). It consists
training set and 1,000 conversations in both test
of roughly 10,000 English and Hinglish Codeand validation sets.
Mixed sentences.
We also use the Code-Mixed NLI conversation
dataset from the GLUECoS benchmark (Khanuja
• Reverse PHINC is the reverse version of the
et al., 2020a). This dataset contains roughly 1,800
PHINC (Srivastava and Singh, 2020) dataset
training and roughly 500 test conversations exbut we switch the source and target pairs for
tracted from movies.
our task. It contains roughly 13,000 Hinglish
We first process the multi-turn conversations
and parallel English translations.
from the CM-DailyDialog dataset into triplets of
utterances using a sliding window approach. The
• LinCE (Aguilar et al., 2020) Benchmark profirst two utterances in that triplet are served as convides an English to Hinglish Code-Mixed
textual inputs to the model, while the third utterdataset as part of their Code-Mixing benchance is served as the ground truth on which the
mark for Machine Translation and GLUE. The
loss is calculated. This processing of conversadataset consists of roughly 10,000 English and
tions into triplets of utterances increased the size
Code-Mixed pairs.
of our dialog dataset from 13,118 to 76,745 data
points. Similarly, we process the Code-Mixed NLI
We use these datasets individually and in condataset into similar triplets, expanding our working
junction to see any improvement with increased
dataset from 1,800 to 2,128 unique dialog triplets
data.
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Dataset

BLEU

Perplexity

CMItest

mBART-dialog
CM-DailyDialog

4.11

17.4

27.5

CM-DailyDialog + Code-Mixed NLI

1.54

13.6

22.6

mBART-dialog+
CM-DailyDialog

8.11

20.54

28.9

CM-DailyDialog + Code-Mixed NLI

5.74

12.93

26.8

Table 1: mBART performance on Dialog Generation

3.2

Code-Mixed Dialog Model

We use the end-to-end multilingual training of the
mBART. In literature, there is minimal work utilizing the BART architecture for dialog generation. De Bruyn et al. (2020) is one such work.
It utilizes BART for knowledge grounding and
knowledge retrieval in dialogs. Our approach attempts to leverage multilingualism by using the
pre-trained BART for multilingual dialog generation and presents a few baselines for future work.
We compare two strategies for finetuning mBART
model for dialog generation:
• mBART-dialog: We finetune the mBART
model on a Code-Mixed dialog dataset. In
our case, we use triplet utterances to train our
model.
• mBART-dialog+ : We finetune the mBART
model in a dual curriculum learning method
where we first finetune the mBART on an English to Code-Mixed translation task and then
on a Code-Mixed dialog dataset.

4

Experimental Setup

Datasets

BLEU

CMItest

LinCE Benchmark

11

28.3

CMU Hinglish

11.53

32.5

CMU Hinglish + LinCE
Benchmark + Reverse
PHINC

11.25

31.9

Table 2: BLEU score on test set for English to Hinglish
Translation using mBART-en_cm model

discussed in Section 2, there is extremely limited
prior work and literature on multilingual dialogs.
Therefore, there is no baseline for us to compare
our model to and we report our numbers as it is.
As discussed in Section 3.1, we process our
datasets from English to Code-Mixed and then into
triplets. We split our processed CM-DailyDialog
dataset into 8:1:1 splits for training, validation, and
test set and use the additional Code-Mixed NLI
dataset in conjunction with the CM-DailyDialog
dataset to see any performance improvement with
the increased data. We evaluate both our mBARTdialog and mBART-dialog+ models on BLEU and
perplexity metric and report our scores in the Table 1. To gauge the language mixing performance
of our models, we also use the Code-Mixing Index
(CMI) (Gambäck and Das, 2016). We report sacrebleu as our BLEU metric using the HuggingFace’s
Dataset package.
We also show the performance of our mBARTen_cm model on different datasets for the monolingual English to Hinglish translation task using metrics like sacrebleu(reported as BLEU) and CodeMixing Index in Table 2.

In this section, we describe our experimental setup
for both our mBART-en_cm model and the dialog model described in Section 3.1.1 & 3.2 respectively.
Our proposed approach is written in Pytorch
(Paszke et al., 2019), and the mBART model
weights and architecture used are from the HuggingFace’s Transformer (Wolf et al., 2020) package. We use only the mbart-cc-25 weights in all
our modeling. All the mBART based models were
5 Results
trained using the AdamW optimizer with weight
decay. We used all the default hyperparameters ex- Table 1 shows that the model trained using the dual
cept the number of training epochs. We finetuned
curriculum learning method (mBART-dialog+ ) perall our mBART models for five epochs only. As
forms better both on the BLEU as well as the CMI
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English Dialogs to Code-Mixed Translation
S1: Good afternoon. This is Michelle Li
speaking, calling on behalf of IBA. Is Mr
Meng available at all?
S2: This is Mr Meng speaking, Michelle.

S1: Accha afternoon. Ye Michelle Li speaking hai, IBA ka on behalf calling. Kya Mr
Meng available hai?
→

S1: Oh, hello! Sorry about that. I’m just
calling to say that we’ve received your new
Corporate Credit Card from HQ.

S2: Ye hai Mr Meng speaking, Michelle.
S1: Oh, hello! Sorry iske bare mein. Main
bas kah raha hoon ki hamen apna new Corporate Credit Card mil gaya hai HQ.

Table 3: Translating DailyDailog dataset from English to Code-Mixed. Blue tokens refer to the Hindi tokens in the
Roman script. S1 and S2 refer to Speaker 1 and 2 respectively.

Code-Mixed Dialogs
S1: actually, fruits aur veggies tumhe ache lagte hain
S2: haan, muje patha hein, lekin chicken ke baare mein kya?
S1(generated): Mujhe lagta hai I’m going to make a slice of it.
S1: Mike! Tumhare se sunke accha laga. Aap kaise hain?
S2: everything is fine , aur tum kaise ho?
S1(generated): Main thik hoon. Tumhare sath baat krke accha laga.
Table 4: Examples of the response generated by mBART-dialog+ on the CM-DailyDialog. S1 and S2 refer to
Speaker 1 and 2 respectively.

metric. This boost in performance might be due to
DailyDialog dataset. The CMI scores for all the
the model understanding code-mixed language af- splits for our generated dataset are close to that of
ter the first finetune and, as a result, adapting better
the real world code-mixed datasets like Dhar et al.
over the code-mixed dialogs in the second finetune. (2018). This strengthens our intent to utilize this
We show some of the examples of our dialog model
synthetic code-mixed dialog dataset for our dialog
in Table 4. We also observe that simply increasing
generation model.
the data does not necessarily increase the model
5.1 Error Analysis of mBART-en_cm
performance and leads to a significant drop in this
Translations
case. This drop might be due to the inconsistent
Hindi vocabulary in the romanized form in differ- Considering BLEU and CMI ratings do not give
ent datasets. The same Devanagari token can be
insight into translation errors, we use error analrepresented in various Roman scripts in different
ysis to further assess the quality of our CMdatasets. This can cause the model not to have a
DailyDialog dataset. We assess the quality of our
fixed code-mixed vocabulary, causing this confu- mBART-en_cm model’s translations on the test set
sion and, hence, a drop in model performance.
by grouping the different errors generated by the
Table 2 shows our mBART-en_cm model per- model into three error categories and a no error
formance on different datasets. As observed previ- category. We randomly sample 50 sentences from
ously, increasing the data leads to a drop in perfor- our test set and bucket them into categories. We folmance, which may be due to different datasets’ vo- low the error analysis categories from Gautam et al.
cabulary discrepancies. We use the best performing
(2021). We employ three human raters that clasmodel, i.e. trained on the CMU Hinglish dataset
sify the sampled translations into the error buckets.
and use that to generate our CM-DailyDialog
Graduate students (non-native English speakers)
dataset as described in Section 3.1. Table 3 shows
familiar with the usage of code-mixed language,
some of the translation examples from English Dai- specifically Hinglish, in everyday life are the hulyDialog to CM-DailyDialog.
man annotators involved in this research. We reTable 5 shows some of the statistics of the CM- port our numbers as a mode of three rater evalu275

Figure 1: Bucketed average rating of 3 raters over the Code-Mixed dialogs quality from the range of 1-5

Train set

Dev set

Test set

# of English tokens

295,565

54,150

32,676

# of Hindi tokens

546,535

86,231

67,505

# of Other tokens

77,519

13,493

10,721

35

38.5

32.6

Code-Mixing Index (CMI)

Table 5: Statistics of the generated CM-DailyDialog dataset

ations to account for the subjectivity among the
raters. Mistranslated/Partially translation category
indicates if the translation has low or no semantic
resemblance with the source sentence. Morphological/Syntactical errors indicate if the translation
has the same semantic meaning as the source sentence but has minor grammatical or syntax errors.
NER mistranslations refer to the situation where
the model translates the named entities in the generated output.

Error Category

Freq.

Mistranslated/Partially Translated

13

Morphology/Syntax Issues

12

NER mistranslation

1

No error

24

Table 6: Error Analysis on 50 randomly sampled test
translated sentences from our best performing mBARTen_cm model on CMU Hinglish Dataset

Table 6 shows the results of the error analysis
over the described errors categories for the 50 test
5.2 Human Evaluation of Code-Mixed Dialog
translations. We observe that the model makes 12
syntactical errors and 13 partial/mistranslations out
To further strengthen the assessment of the generof the 50 samples. After a more nuanced analysis
ated code-mixed dialog, we perform a human evaluof these numbers, we find that most of the syn- ation of our best performing dialog model (mBARTtax errors were 1-2 token errors or misalignment
dialog+ trained on CM-DailyDialog). We employ
of those tokens. We also found that out of the
three human raters who rate the generated follow13 partial/mistranslations, only 15% of the trans- up dialog given prior contextual dialogs. These
lations were complete mistranslations. Most of
contextual dialogs refer to the first two utterances
the sentences in this error category were partial
in the triplets that we processed in Section 3.1. As
translations where the model failed to translate and
previously stated, the raters here are Graduate stucode-mix simultaneously.
dents familiar with the usage of Hinglish. The
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raters were instructed to rate the quality of the dialog on a scale of 1-5, with 1 being the lowest. The
quality was assessed in terms of both the coherence
in the dialog and the code-mixing. We do this analysis on 50 randomly sampled dialog generations
from the test set. The results of the human ratings
can be seen in Figure 1 as the mean of all three
raters.
As it can be seen from Figure 1, 60% of the
dialog utterances achieve a score greater than 3.
88% of the dialog utterance are scored above 2.
These numbers indicate that our machine-generated
code-mixed dialog followups are of good quality
both in terms of coherence as well as code-mixing.

6

Conclusion

We introduce a new benchmark dataset for codemixed dialog generation, CM-DailyDialog, a codemixed version of the DailyDialog. Our work proposes using multilingual Transformers (mBART)
and demonstrates how they help in code-mixed
dialog generation. We also introduce a new monolingual English to Code-Mixed machine translation model using mBART. With our comprehensive
experiments, we show the effectiveness of our approach in terms of machine translation and dialog
generation and set new benchmarks in the CodeMixed dialog generation task. The manual error
analysis illustrates the quality of the new dataset,
although it is synthetically generated. In terms of
both automatic and human evaluation metrics, we
show that the dialog generated from our model is
of high quality.
As part of the future work, we would like to improve our machine translation model to improve
our CM-DailyDialog data that further boosts our
dialog generation. Another huge scope of improvement is in the vocabulary discrepancy in different
datasets, and we wish to resolve this to further
boost our modeling and performance.
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